
THE ADVANTAGES OF PHYTOREMEDATION

Phytoremediation /ËŒfaÉªtÉ™ÊŠrÉªËŒmiË•dÉªËˆeÉªÊƒÉ™n refers to the technologies that use living plants to clean
up soil, air.

Flyash is a mixture of various heavy metals. Laidlaw, R. Nauk 78 3 , â€”  The technique of employing green
plants and their associated microorganisms, soil amendments and agronomic practices to remove, inhibit or
neutralize hazardous environmental contaminants is termed as 'phytoremediation' Applicability Soil with
shallow contamination, generally less than ten feet deep, can be cleansed through vegetation. Chaney, C. This
way, it decreases the risk of the heavy metal contaminating the ground water. Anderson, R. Li, R. The
treatment objectives are usually selected at the onset of the process, and with the extended amount of time,
care must be taken to incorporate any changing regulations. To overcome this, seedlings of Eucalyptus and
Melia are grown in abandoned flyash ponds. Ensley J. Albizu, M. Contaminants with octanol-water KOW
ratios of 1 to 3. Berti, and S. Agafonov, and N. Baker, A. Google Scholar 2. Google Scholar 6. Houben, J.
Each growing cycle took 6 weeks, plants were harvested by cutting them at ground level, the site was
rototilled, and three growth cycles could occur in one growing season. Thus, it takes time and plant mass to
remove the contaminants. Sharma, H. It is one of the most natural and passive techniques available, and is
often less expensive as a result. Walker, F. Pereverzev, and T. Genes for phytoremediation may originate from
a micro-organism or may be transferred from one plant to another variety better adapted to the environmental
conditions at the cleanup site. McGrath and F. Howes, J. Carmona, M. Kucharski, A. Smith and A. A great
example of this is seen in water contamination. Reimold, C. Mendez and R. When groundwater remediation is
of concern, deep-rooting trees such as poplar, cottonwood, and willow trees are generally planted in rows
perpendicular to flow, and monitoring wells are placed nearby Sharma and Reddy,  References I. Lee, and R.
Kuluev, O. Bricka, and D.


